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Microhardness, structure and phase state of silumin modified by coating with yttrium oxide when electroexplosive
alloying were analyzed. Appropriate processing modes were estimated according to the results of research. The study
on the structure and phase composition was carried out for the processing mode, which increases microhardness of
the surface layer more than twice. A complex of research procedures was used to analyze the structure and phase
composition. As revealed in the study, the coatings with a thickness of 50 – 80 μm are highly rough and porous, they
have a sub-micro- and nano-scaled multiphase structure with particles of silicon, Y2O3, YSi2 and Y2Si2O7 as strengthening phases, and alloying elements (silicon, yttrium, and oxygen) don’t tend to spread homogenously in them.
Key words: Al-Si alloy, yttrium oxide, structure, microhardness, wear resistance.

INTRODUCTION
To date, alloys of non-ferrous metals are widely used
instead of steel alloys. Their physical and mechanical
properties are similar to those of steel, some of them are
even better. It is said that the most prospective alloys are
those on the base of aluminum and silicon (silumin).
Since silumin has good plasticity, the alloy can follow the
most complex shapes, filling casts evenly. As a consequence, casting of silumin is simplified, reducing, therefore, production costs [1-3]. The main advantage over
other aluminum alloys, including other types of silumins
is quite good casting properties, first of all high fluidity.
These casting alloys are suitable for casting of thinwalled, complex and leak-proof products, which are resistant to vibration and impact loads [4, 5].
The dominating trend to make motors economically
and ecologically compatible is the reason for attempts
of designers, who modify the rod and piston group, e.g.
reduce its weight, and change their geometry, making
the shape of pistons more complex, this way. However,
the loads on the rod and piston group are not reduced,
since the capacity of motors is the same, deteriorating
significantly the resource, as a consequence. Therefore,
it is urgently needed to find new and efficient methods
to improve properties of silumins, which involve modifying, micro-alloying, and surface treatment [8-16].
The promising procedure of outer energy impacts, conditioning serious changes in the structure, phase composition, physical and mechanical properties of the surS. V. Konovalov (ksv@ssau.ru). Wuhan Textile University, Wuhan,
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face layers of metals and alloys is electroexplosive alloying. Using this method, coatings with high quality,
functional characteristics, and sufficient adhesion with
the substrate as well, can be produced. Due to this technique it is possible to produce coatings from conductor
explosion products, and form composite surfaces with
qualities better than those of the initial material [17].
To sum up, this work aims at modification of surface
layers in alloy Al-Si with yttrium oxide particles in electroexplosive alloying with the consequent analysis of
the structure, phase composition and mechanical properties of produced coatings.

EXPERIMENTAL
Plates of eutectic Al-Si alloy (silumin) (11,1 Si, 0,58
Mg, 2,19 Cu, 0,92 Ni, 0,25 Fe, 0,029 Mn, 0,047 Ti,
0,005 Cr, balance Al (wt. %)) were analyzed. The samples under consideration were 20 × 20 × 10 mm and
oriented perpendicular to the plasma jet axis. Electroexplosive alloying was carried out using a laboratory
pulse-discharging electroexplosive equipment EVU
60/10 [15]. Electrical current with a high density (~1010
А/m2) passes through the conductor when a capacity
storage discharges, resulting this way, in electrical explosion. We used aluminum foils to explode conductors
and Y2O3 as a weighted portion of powder. The treatment was carried out in three processing modes, which
differ in discharge voltage, weights of foils to be exploded and powder portions. All processing modes are
listed in Table 1.
The measurement of micro-hardness was used to describe mechanical properties of the surface layers. The
difference in micro-hardness before and after treatment
can be considered to indicate strengthening of the sur253
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a)

Table 1 Processing modes of electroexplosive alloying
Processing
mode

Weight of aluminum foil / g

Weight of
powder Y2O3 / g

Discharge
voltage / kV

1
2
3
4
5
6

0,0589
0,0589
0,0589
0,0589
0,0589
0,0589

0,0589
0,0589
0,02945
0,02945
0,0883
0,0883

2,6
2,8
2,6
2,8
2,6
2,8

face layers in metals and alloys. Micro-hardness was
determined using the device to measure micro-hardness
HVS-1000 and Shimadzu DUH-211S to estimate ultramicro-hardness according to Vickers method.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with the help
of SEM-515 Philips, tooled with micro-analyzer EDAX
ECON IV was the technique to analyze the element and
phase composition, and defect substructure of the modified layer. The phase composition of modified layers,
that is, qualitative and quantitative characteristics of
various phases in case there are any, their content, dispersion, structure and chemical composition were assessed using electron diffraction microscopy and X-ray
spectrometry (diffractometer XRD-7000s, Shimadzu).
The defect structure of samples was studied via STEManalysis of thin foils (JEM-2100F, JEOL). The data on
thin structure of the material were used to classify morphological characteristics of the structure.
All data obtained were processed statistically, taking
into account at least 10 measurements in each mode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Micro-hardness in the sprayed layer and in the substrate of samples treated in electroexplosive alloying
was measured in different points from the treated surface. Micro-indentation was carried out on crosscut sections. Analyzing the change in micro-hardness as far
from the treated surface, it was identified that processing modes 2 and 5 (Figure 1a) provide optimal characteristics (thickness and micro-hardness of the alloyed
layer) in the treated surface.
As seen in Figure 1(a), micro-hardness of the material is maximal in the surface layer and exceeds that of
the initial material more than twice. As far from the
modified surface, the drop of micro-hardness is registered and at a depth of ≈90 μm micro-hardness equals
that of silumin in the initial state. The sprayed layer,
processed in Mode 2 is 50 μm thick (Figure 1b), and in
Mode 5 – 80 μm.
As revealed, the optimal processing modes are Mode
2 and Mode 5. For the further analysis samples processed according to mode 2 were used to identify their
phase composition and structure.
The structure of silumin volume after electroexplosive alloying was analyzed by the method of sections
using optical (Figure 1b) and scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2). Studying the data in Figure 2, one can
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b)

Figure 1 a) Micro-hardness profile of silumin after
electroexplosive alloying (the load on indenter 50
mN). b) The coating of the system Al-Y2O3 produced
by the method of electroexplosive alloying (zooming
20 X optical microscopy – processing mode 2.

note that the thickness of the modified layer varies in
the range 30 - 50 μm, and the level of porosity is high.
The pores are throughout the modified layer; their sizes
are ones to tens of micrometer.
The phase composition of silumin modified via electroexplosive alloying was studied by the methods of Xray analysis. The data on the phase analysis of the material are given in Table 2.
Considering the results given in Table 2, first, a rather
high amount of silicon is registered in the surface layer of

Figure 2 SEM - The structure of silumin section after
electroexplosive alloying.
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Table 2 The results of X-ray analysis of eutectic silumin
after electroexplosive alloying
Phase
Al
Si
Y2O3

Content,
rel. / %
68,2
30,1
1,7

Parameter of the
lattice / nm
0,40485
0,54231
1,06010

D (CSZ) /
nm
75,01
16,4
16,6

d/d /
10 -3
0,24
0,80
7,88

CDZ – coherent scattering zone

silumin that might be caused by emission of some aluminum layer when electroexplosive alloying. Secondly,
there is Y2O3 phase, maybe, due to particles of initial
powder of yttrium oxide, penetrating into the surface
layer of silumin when electroexplosive alloying. The
findings of X-ray micro-spectral analysis, in particular,
the element composition in the surface layer of silumin
after electroexplosive alloying are given in Table 3.
Analyzing the results given in Figure 3 and Table 3,
it should be noted that after electroexplosive alloying
the surface layer is formed with a high level of alloying
elements distributed non-homogeneously, it is most visible in spreading of yttrium and oxygen atoms. To be
more precise, there are zones with concentration of yttrium and oxygen exceeding the average one twice and
more. These results confirm that in the plasma flow of
powder particles there is an alloying material identified
in some studies before. Furthermore, the surface layer
with a high level of roughness containing a lot of micropores, micro-craters and micro-cracks is formed in electroexplosive alloying.
The defect sub-structure, element and phase composition of the surface layer in silumin after electroexplosive alloying were also analyzed using the methods of
transmission electron diffraction microscopy of thin
foils. As revealed, a structure with cellular crystallization of aluminum is formed in the surface layer because
the modified layer gets cooled at a high-speed when
electroexplosive alloying. The sizes of cells vary from
200 to 450 nm. On borders of the cells there are interlayers of the second phase. X-ray micro-spectrum analysis showed that the interlayers are formed by silicon
and yttrium atoms.
The phase composition of silumin after electroexplosive alloying was studied by the methods of transmission diffraction electron microscopy using the procedure of dark-field analysis and indention of respective electron-diffraction micro-patterns (Figure 4).
Analyzing Figure 4, it is obvious that the surface
layer of silumin after electroexplosive alloying has a
structure of cellular crystallization. The cells are of a
clearly oval form. Their sizes vary from 150 nm to 350
nm. According to the micro-diffraction analysis the
cells are a solid solution based on aluminum.
In the volume of cells particles of the second phase
are identified with the help of dark-filed analysis; the
sizes of particles are in units of nanometers (Figure 4c).
With respect to electron-diffraction micro-pattern
(XRD) (Figure 4b) we can say with a good reason that
METALURGIJA 57 (2018) 4, 253-256

Figure 3 SEM data on the structure of silumin surface treated
by the electroexplosive method: a), b) see Table 3
Table 3 The element composition of the surface layer in
silumin after electroexplosive alloying, identified
by the methods of X-ray micro-spectral analysis of
zones shown in Figure 3 / wt. %
Zone
Figure 3a
Figure 3b

Al
Si Mg Ti Fe Ni Cu
Y
О
С
47,2 3,0 0,6 1,0 0,7 1,3 1,8 16,2 10,8 17,4
0,8 0,0 0,0 0,2 0,7 0,5 0,7 34,0 28,1 35,0

these particles are yttrium silicide of the composition
YSi2. The aluminum cells are distributed as interlayers
of the second phase. As seen in the electron-diffraction
micro-pattern (Figure 4b), the interlayers are formed by
silicon and yttrium silicate of the composition Y2Si2O7.

CONCLUSION
The surface layer in eutectic silumin was modified
with yttrium oxide using the method of electroexplosive
alloying. The appropriate processing modes were revealed: Mode 2 (discharge voltage – 2,8 kV, weight of
aluminum foil – 0,0589 g, weight of yttrium powder
Y2O3 – 0,0589 g.), and Mode 5 (discharge voltage – 2,6
kV, weight of aluminum foil – 0,0589 g, weight of yttrium powder Y2O3 – 0,0883 g.). It was revealed that as
a result of electroexplosive alloying of silumin a highlyporous surface layer is formed with a thickness from 50
255
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Figure 4 XRD data of the silumin structure after electroexplosive alloying; a) bright field; b) electron-diffraction micro-pattern,
arrows indicate reflexes, where dark fields were obtained; c) dark field obtained in reflexes 2 [111]Al + [112]YSi2.

to 80 μm; alloying elements (Si, Y and O) don’t tend to
spread homogeneously in this layer, it also has sub-micro- and nano-scaled multiphase structure with particles
of silicon, Y2O3, YSi2 and Y2Si2O7 as strengthening
phases, its wear resistance and micro-hardness are high.
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